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Agenda
• Eight breached barriers
• Spill environment
• Blowout preventer failure
• BP’s negative pressure test
• Negative pressure tests going forward
• Conclusions & recommendations
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Eight Breached Barriers
• Well integrity was not established or failed
– Annulus cement barrier did not isolate hydrocarbons
– Shoe track barriers did not isolate hydrocarbons
• Hydrocarbons entered the well undetected and well control was lost
– Negative pressure test was accepted although well integrity had not 
been established
– Influx was not recognized until hydrocarbons were in the riser
– Well control response actions failed to regain control of the well
• Hydrocarbons ignited on the Deepwater Horizon
– Diversion to the MGS resulted in gas venting onto rig
– Fire and gas system did not prevent hydrocarbon ignition
• BOP did not seal the well
*Courtesy BP’s Investigation
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Well Integrity Not Established or Failed
• Nitrogen foamed cement slurry due to small 
pore pressure window
• Small cement volume
• Incomplete pre-job cement testing
• Nitrogen breakout likely
• Six centralizers used
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Hydrocarbons Entered the Well
• Successful positive pressure test
• Negative pressure test
– Tests barrier integrity
• Ran drill pipe to 8,367’ and displaced to seawater
• Pressure monitored on drill pipe
– 2 bleed attempts: pressure increased each time
• Test conducted on kill line
– No flow for 30 minutes, despite 1400 psi on the drill 
pipe
• Test deemed a success
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• Well was to be underbalanced for temporary 
abandonment
• Crew failed to recognize the kick
Hydrocarbons Entered the Well
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Hydrocarbons Ignited
• Diverted to the MGS instead of overboard
• Pressures exceeded operating ratings
• Fire and Gas system did not trigger auto 
shutdown
• Gas made it in to engine rooms, which is a 
potential ignition source
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BOP Did Not Seal the Well
• Emergency Disconnect 
System (EDS) failed
• AMF activated but 
failed to seal the well
• Possible causes:
– Low battery charge
– Faulty solenoid
– Tool joint across annular
– Drill pipe not centered
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Macondo Leak Estimates
• 1,000-100,000 bbls leaked 
in to the Gulf everyday
• 100,000 bbl estimate: 
– 30 second video of 
hydrocarbons streaming 
from end of the broken 
riser
– Scientists watched the 
video to estimate flow
• Estimated spilled total:
4.4 – 5.4 MMBbls
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Natural Seeps in the Gulf of Mexico
• 600 estimated seep sites in GOM
• 980,000 bbls estimated to seep every year
• Estimate an oil thickness of 0.01 mm and 
account for ocean area covered
• May factor in how long the oil remains on the 
surface before being churned by waves
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Chronology of Events
• On April 20, 2010 at 
21:42, the crew realized 
they were taking a kick
• Upper annular was closed
– Did not seal properly
• Variable bore rams were 
closed
– Sealed the annulus, HC’s 
flowed through drill pipe
• At 21:49 the AMF 
activated the BSR
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Battery Charge
• Battery charge in the blue pod
• Contains two subsea 
electronic modulus to activate 
AMF
• SEM B did not function 
properly
• SEM A was inactive meaning 
the blue pod activated the 
BSR
• Blue pod functioned as 
expected
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Faulty Solenoid
• Faulty solenoid in the yellow pod
• Solenoid valve sends signal to AMF to shut BSR
• Solenoid was functional two months prior to 
blowout
• Solenoid was tested on March 3, 2011, 
therefore the solenoid likely functioned 
properly
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Drill Pipe in the BOP
• Likely that only one 
joint of pipe was in the 
BOP at time of incident.
• Tool joint was across 
upper annular 
preventer
• Bowing in pipe did not 
allow for BSR to seal 
properly
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BP’S NEGATIVE PRESSURE TEST
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Fluid Selection
• 424 bbls 16 ppg spacer, 30 bbls freshwater, and 352 bbls
seawater used for displacement
– Spacer: lost circulation materials
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First Test Attempt
• Pressure was monitored on drill pipe 
• Pressure 700 psi higher than 
expected 
• Attempted to bleed pipe down to 
1250 psi
• Opened lines to equalize
– Kill line: 645 psi
– Drill pipe: 1,350 psi
• Pressure was unable to be reduced 
beyond 260 psi
• Pressure increased to 1262 psi upon 
closing
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Second Test Attempt
• Crew noticed fluid drop in the riser, 
seal on annular preventer was 
tightened
– 50 bbls fell below the annular 
preventer
– Re-filled the riser with mud
• Crew successfully bled to 0 psi
• Pressure reached 773 psi upon 
shutting in
• Opened kill line for additional bleed 
attempt
– Spurted until being shut in
– Drill pipe pressure rose to 1,400 psi
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Third Test Attempt
• MMS approved procedure 
required kill line test
• Less than 1 bbl flowed upon 
opening kill line
• Held steady for 30 minutes
• 1400 psi remained on drill 
pipe
– Justified as bladder effect
• Test deemed as a pass
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NEGATIVE PRESSURE TESTS GOING 
FORWARD
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Utilizing Base Oil
• Base oil fluid density: 7.0 ppg (estimated)
• Seawater density: 8.6 ppg (estimated)
• Base oil as the testing fluid reduces displacement 
volumes
• Riser-only displacement:
– Prevents joints from being across the BOP
• Displacement below the mudline:
– Shorter column of lower density fluid, allowing for faster 
circulation of kill fluids
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Thermal Expansion
• Extreme temperature variations during high 
pressure, high temperature deepwater activity
• Fluid circulation: cools lower portion of the hole 
while warming the upper portion
• Equilibration begins when circulation stops
• Lower fluid is heated, upper fluid is cooled
• If the prevailing effect is heating, the fluid will heat 
and expand and result in a pit gain or pressure 
increase
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Thermal Expansion
• Effects will be present until the fluid is entirely 
equilibrated
• Pit gains and pressure increases become less 
pronounced with time
• Kick detection simulation
– After 21 hours of being static, the geothermal 
temperature had not reached the wellbore
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Considerations for Negative Tests
• Well must be underbalanced
• Potentially utilizing base oil as testing fluid
• Presence of thermal expansion
– Options: increase equilibration time, warm the fluid prior 
to displacement, or utilize water based fluid (less potential 
for thermal expansion than oil)
– Little understanding, should not justify passed test
• Transmissivity
– If kh > 1000, underbalance by 5% of pore pressure
– If kh < 1000, underbalance by 15% of pore pressure
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• Spacer fluid selection
– Common, SWB fluid with known rheological properties
– Light and viscous as possible
• Track fluid volumes to ensure proper displacement
• Utilize a packer as opposed to an annular
• Verify the packer seal before bleeding pressure
• Understand anticipated pressures before conducting the 
test to better detect anomalies
• If well is open, no flow should be seen.  If well is closed, 
pressure should remain at 0 psi
Considerations for Negative Tests
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Proposed Procedure: LSU
• Plan was to utilizes LSU’s Petroleum Engineering 
Research & Technology Transfer Laboratory (PERTT 
Lab)
• Well parameters:
– Two tubing strings
– One annulus, to be utilized as the inflow line
– Intermediate tubing is a gas injection line that connects 
to the flow-out tubing through a gas lift mandrel
– Gas lift mandrel simulates a well kick
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• Passed Test Situation:
• Close the injection line while displacing with 
freshwater to fill tubing and annulus of cased hole.
• Bleed off any pressure that may be present from 
filling the well with freshwater. There should be zero 
psi on the drill pipe before starting the pressure test. 
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Proposed Procedure: LSU
• Monitor well for expected differential pressure 
between injection pressure and hydrostatic pressure 
for 30 minutes.  Record pressures seen at 3 minute 
intervals.
• This indicates that all barriers have integrity and the 
negative pressure test has passed.
• Conduct a flow check.
• Circulate all fluids and discharge appropriately.
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Proposed Procedure: LSU
• Failed Test Situation
• Close the injection line while displacing with freshwater to 
fill tubing and annulus of cased hole.
• Bleed off any pressure that may be present from filling the 
well with freshwater. There should be zero psi on the drill 
pipe before starting the pressure test. 
• With both the well and inflow line closed, begin to inject 
enough gas to the calculated pressure.  Close the injection 
line once calculated pressure is reached. 
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Proposed Procedure: LSU
• Monitor well for expected differential pressure between 
injection pressure and hydrostatic pressure for 30 minutes.  
Record pressures seen at 3 minute intervals.
• This will indicate that a barrier in the well has failed and the 
negative pressure test has also failed.  
• NOTE: Do not conduct a flow check in a failed test situation.
• Circulate out the gas and fluids and discharge appropriately.
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Proposed Procedure: Shell
• Calculate anticipated displacement volumes and 
pressures
• Based on transmissivity, determine how much to 
underbalance the well
• Calculate compressibility of drilling fluid in the hole
• Utilize an approved spacer that is light and viscous
• Utilize a cement unit for pumping and pump through 
the C&K manifold (well control)
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Proposed Procedure: Shell
• Ensure the tool joint is not across the annulars or the 
blind shear rams
• After displacement, set the packer and monitor fluid 
level
• Bleed off the drill pipe pressure  Bleed volumes 
should match compressibility calculations
• Monitor for 30 minutes
– If well is open, no returns should be seen
– If well is closed, pressure should remain at 0 psi
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Proposed Procedure: Shell
• Cement unit returns or pressure increase: failed test
• Trip tank losses observed: failed packer bypass
• Note: monitoring for pressure is believed to be more 
controllable should the test fail
• 0 psi should always remain on the kill line
• If successful, displace testing fluids
• If packer fails, re-set and re-test
• If negative test fails, displace to kill weight fluid and 
discuss
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Conclusions
Kick Detection & the BOP:
• Continue strict kick detection monitoring 
during end-of-well activities
• Have two BSR in the BOP stack for redundancy
Negative Pressure Tests:
• The industry needs to adopt a standardized 
definition of negative pressure testing
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Recommendations
• Continue collaboration attempts with industry 
professionals regarding negative tests
• Investigate post-blowout containment efforts
• Understand the impact of dispersants on the 
various fluids encountered
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QUESTIONS?
